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2. SURVEY OF ISLANQ FISHERIES

The Pacific Islanders were formerly reknown for their fine canoes, 
seamanship and fishing skills, and their idyllic, independent way of 
life. However a century of European influence has eroded many of 
their traditional skills and made them dependent on the outside world. 
Outboards have replaced sailing canoes while fresh and canned fish are 
among the major imports to all islands. 

To assess the changes in trad.itional fisheries and fishing vessels, 
and to project the effects of the fuel crisis, a survey has been 
conducted in several of the newly independent ''micro-nations" of the 
region. 

2.1 FIJI

One of the largest and richest of the independent island nations, 
Melanesian Fiji consists of two continental islands and over 300 
smaller ones. The population is about 600,000, Indian immigrants and 
indigenous Fijians. The economy is buoyant, sugar, tourism, fisheries, 
gold and timber are the major revenue earners, but energy demands are 
high. 1980's fuel bill was about $100 million, while 1981 1 s promises 
to be 60% more. 

Exports of skipjack tuna landed by the IKA Corporation, a Fijian
Japanese joint venture, and other tunas from Korean and Taiwanese 
long-liners were worth about $12 million in 1980. However imports 
of cheap Japanese canned mackerel and New Zealand frozen fish 
were nearly as high, about $11.5 million. Despite a high local 
demand for fresh fish, the local artisanal fishery is poorly 
developed. 

Punts (introduced by Indian immigrants) and outboards have 
replaced the traditional sailing outrigger, the takia or 
camakau. Today there are fewer than 100 outriggers in Fiji 
(mainly confined to the isolated Lau Group), while there are 
about 4,000 to 5,000 outboard punts, Fiji imports 1,000 out
boards p.a., mainly O,M,C. and Yamahas in the 15 hp to 35 hp 
range. 

The long (7m to 9m L,O,A,) narrow punts, although suitable for 
protected waters, are not ideal fishing craft. Outboards are 
increasingly expensive to run and few fishermen have any 
mechanical knowledge; troublesome motors are often discarded. 
Mechanics visiting outer islands to repair motors have found that 
many only require clean or new spark plugs! Motors sent to the 
capital Suva from remote islands may take several months for 
repair. 

In the artisanal fishery petrol costs may comprise between 30% 
and 60% of the gross catch. An outboard punt fishing the Bligh 
waters reefs may make three or four 120 neutical mile trips per 
week because of limited ice storage and carrying capacity. For 
a weekly catch of 300 kg worth $300, fuel may be $150, gea� ice 
and marketing expenses $50, and the profits are shared 5 ways 
among three crew, and the boat and motor owners. Main fishing 
techniques are drop lining, gill netting and trolling, 



1. INTRODUCTION

The looming energy crisis is expected to have an early and
extremely grave effect on the small, newly independent island nations 
of the South Pacific (Fig. 1). 

1,1 THE ENERGY CRISIS

World supplies of liquid fossil are rapidly being depleted. 
At the.present rate of discovery and use, the world's oil will be 
depleted between 2020-2050 A.D (geologists disagree as to the extent ,. 
of reserves). Extraction of shale oil etc. will be of importance in 
the future but will be very expensive and would probably not satisfy 
demands for liquid fuels. The present unstable Middle East politicad. 
climate and the 0.P.E.C. cartell are a more imminent threat to 
petroleum supplies and distribution. 

Prices of all oil-products (petrol, distillate, kerosene etc. as 
well as plastics, fibreglass and all by-products) are rapidly rising. 
Economists unanimously agree that the era of cheap, convenient liquid 
fuels is drawing to a conclusion. The price of petroleum has risen 
five fold in the past decade [(1); Fig.2] and planning agencies project 
that it will at least trebble in the next decade. 

1,2 EFFECTS IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC

The island nations are remote from the world's trade routes. 
They are scattered geographically and rely heavily on fuel for sea 
travel, transport and fishing. Few islands have exploitable natural 
resources, economies are undeveloped, and most lack readily available 
alternative sources of energy. 

The energy crisis has had a crippling effect on the island's 
economies. Petroleum is the largest single import, exceeding 30% of 
the total in most islands. Rising fuel prices are affecting trade, 
balance of payments and inflation. Rises in outboard fuel, kerosene 
for cooking and lighting, electricity, public transport, imported 
food stuffs etc. are already seriously affecting the everyday lives of 
the people of the islands. 

Fisheries development, in a region where the sea is often the 
greatest resource, is also being retarded by spiralling fuel costs 
(2). Modern fishing, particularly the large-scale exploitation of 
the times, is very energy intensive. 

Unfortunately, small scale or artisanal commercial fishing is 
similarly affected because of wide-spread mechanization. Fish, the 
staple protein of the islands, is becoming very expensive. 

But while the effects of fuel price increases can be buffered to 
some extent by passing increases onto the consumer, the third-world 
consumer can ill-afford any increases. Small scale and subsistenc� 
fishermen may be forced to use their outboard motors less, reducing 
fishing effort, or adopt other means of propulsion. Ultimately there 
may come a time when mechanization is beyond the means of most of 
today's boat owners. In some islands mechanization has been almost 
complete and traditiona1 skills in canoe-building, seamanship etc. 
hc1vc been lost. 



2 .2 KIRIBATI

The Micronesian Republic of Kiribati (formerly the Gilbert Islands) 
consists of the equational Gilbert, Phoenix and Line Atolls. Scattered 
over 3700 km of ocean, the sandy islands have an area of only 720 km2 

(half of which is Christmas Island) but encompass vast territorial 
waters of 3.5 million km2 • ·rhe population is 57,000, 30% of who live 
on urban South Tarawa, the capital. The economy formerly depended on 
Ocean Island phosphate but this was depleted shortly after independence 
in 1979, Exports, mainly copra, are worth only about $ 2 .5 million p.a., 
compared with imports of about $12 million. Kiribati has a subsistence 
fishing economy; the diet in rural areas comprises mainly of coconut 
(meat and toddy) and fish with breadfruit, babai (taro) and pandanus. 

Despite its vast territorial waters the commercial fisheries are 
undeveloped. While several hundred Korean and Taiwanese vessels 
are licenced for long-lining, Kiribati Fisheries operates a single 
live-bait skipjack vessel with limited succesi to date. 

Because it is against their custom to sell fish, commercial 
artisanal fisheries are confined to urban Ta rawa where about 40 
outboard speed boats regularly pole-and-line for skipjack and 90 
smaller outboard dinghies fish near-shore waters. 

Fuel consumption is high: Skipjack boats, powered by 40 hp motors, 
travel at least 200 nautical miles per week, using about $150 of 
petrol to catch about 200 kg of tuna worth some $300. There is 
evidence that the fishing effort is decreasing because of high fuel 
costs for some fishermen are reluctant to use fuel when fish may 
be scarce and they do not have the necessary capital reserve to 
cover days of low catches. 

The large subsistence fishery is based on the outrigger canoe 
� wa, a fast lightweight vessel cave.1.-planked and lashed together 
with coconut string in the traditional manner. No metal fastenings 
are used. While the lack of suitable timbers limited canoe 
buil.ding in former times it has increa:3ed since imported timbers 
became available. Today there is about one canoe per 10 people in 
the outer islands. Main types of subsistence fishing include 
drop-lining on shallow and deepwater reefs (to 250m) trolling for 
tunas, pole-and-lining skipjack, flare-fishing for flyingfish, 
trapping and netting on reefs and lagoons, spearfishing and forag
ing for molluscs and shellfish. 

2.3 TUVALU

Formerly the Ellice Group in the Gilbert and Ellice Islands 
Protectorate, Polynesian Tuvalu consists of 8 small inhabited coral 
islands with a land area of only 26 km2 , supporting a po�ulation of
7,500, scattered in territorial waters of 1.3 million km. Sole exports 
are copra (about $60,000 p.a.) and postage stamps (about $83,000 p.a.) 
while imports exceed $2.5 mill.ion, 



Although 140 Korean vessels are licenced for long-lining, Tuvalu 
has no commercial fishery. Sale of fish is forbidden in rural 
areas but a small outboard fleet in the capital village Funafuti 
provides wage-earners with fresh fish. About 70 small aluminium 
and bondwood dinghies (4m to 6m L.O.A. powered by 18 hp to 40 hp 
motors) regularly fish for skipjack, the most popular food, as well 
as other tunas and reef fish. Fuel costs are high, about $0.85/1. 
An average dinghy may use more than $70 in fuel per week to catch 
$120 worth of fish. Because of high fuel costs fresh tuna in 
Funafuti retails at $1.80/kg and canned fish imports are high, 

The subsistence fishery of the outer islands is based on some 750 
Tuvaluan dugout outriggers or vakas and imported Gilbertese canoes. 
There are relatively few outboards, about 30 in all, and these 
belong to salaried workers or families with an Oversea's member. 

Because the islands lack lagoons, pelagic fish are most important. 
The staple is flyingfish, but skipjack, larger tuna, other pelagics, 
and reef fish are important. The Tuvaluans are among the finest 
blue-water fishermen of the Pacific and frequently catch billfish 
from their small canoes. 

2,4 TONGA

The Polynesian Kingdom of Tonga consists oE three groups of mainly 
low coral islands with a total area of only 668 km2 and a fast-growing 
population of 96,000. Although the economy is mainly agricultural, 
foodstuffs comprise 30% of all imports. The balance of trade is adverse: 
in 1978 imports were $22.3 million while exports were $4.6 million; fish 
imports were worth $215,000 while exports were $126,000. The local 
commercial fishery is undeveloped. Trials with two government owned 
Japanese skipjack pole-and-liners and a long-liner (Australian Aid) have 
been disappointing; total landings are only 100 tonnes p.a. 

The artisanal fleet consists of 420 small lagoon dugouts or popaos, 
200 outboard dinghies, 50 sailing boats and 9 launches. Dinghies 
(4m to 7m L.O.A.) are well constructed in carve! or clinker planks, 
and powered by small outboards such as 4.5 and whalers (9m to llm 
L.O.A.), little changed since their introduction a century ago.

Because of the failure of large-scale fishing trials, Tonga 
Fisheries Division is now promoting the artisanal fishery. In the 
next five years 60 motor-sailing vessels of about 10m L.Q.A. are to 
be built locally and sold on easy terms to fishermen while slipways, 
ice plants and freezers are to be located on the main islands. A 
range ·of vessels are now under construction and trial (see: Alternative 
Craft). 

2,5 WESTERN SAMOA

Independent Polynesian Western Samoa is made u� of two volcanic
islands, Upolu and Savai'i, wicl1 an area of 2000km and a rapidly 
expanding population of about 160,000. With copra and tourism the sole 
industries, Samoa 1 s economy is hard �·n.:-essed; it has the lowest� 
Capita in-ccinie in···che region and 3oaring ·inftation. 



3. PROBLEMS IN FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT

The newly-independent Pacific island nations face a dilemma in
fisheries development. Anxious to achieve economic independence, 
they have looked to their vast, recently declared exclusive economic 
zones but most islands lack the capital, shore facilities, and the 
mechanical, fishing and managerial skills needed for large scale 
off-shore fisheries. Rising fuel prices, threatening established 
fisheries world-wide, promises to be the major constraint to develop
ment (3). 

The artisanal (small scale commercial and subsistence) fisher-
men are even more seriously disadvantaged for many replaced their 
traditional craft with mechanized introduced vess�ls during the era 
of development and cheap fuel (1950 - 1973), In the more developed 
islands especially, outboards revolutionized fishery and communications. 
Convenient, cheap, easily installed and maintained, and with a good 
power/weight ratio, they were widely promoted by governments and 
fishing advisory agencies for third-world fishermen. 

There has been a second side to the outboard revolution: islanders 
remain mechanically naive, motors are poorly maintained, spare parts 
are difficult to obtain in remote islands, traditional building and 
sailing skills have been lost, and outboards (designed for recreational 
use) are unsuitable for hard, sustained operation. But their high 
fuel consumption has since proved their greatest fault. 

Despite mech�nization, the domestic fisheries have not kept pace 
with the increasing demand for fish resulting from expanding 
population, urbanization, and the growth of the cash economy. There 
has been a decline in fishing craft and catch effort: no Pacific 
island nation is self-sufficient in fish. 

The diesel launch, the logical alternative to the outboard, has 
not been widely adopted in the Pacific, probably because few islanders 
can afford $10,000 plus for an Sm launch. An Sm punt and 25hp out
board costs only $llOO in Fiji: the difference could buy a lot of fuel 
and replacement motors! Launches are also heavier, slower, deeper 
drafted and more difficult for beach launchings, while diesel mechanics 
are more difficult, and distillate is expensive and dutiable. Pacific 
fishermen are generally unaware of their greater carrying capacity, 
range, seaworthiness (increasing fishing time), reliability, and fuel 
economy. 

There are other problems in fisheries development. The resource 
is probably limited for Central Pacific waters are unproductive, 
islands lack continental shelves, and although coral reefs are highly 
productive oases, their high species diversity and topography makes 
them difficult to fish on a large scale. The islanders themselves also 
lack the profit motive of Western professional fishermen; life styles 
are simple and it is relatively easy to catch enough fish to live on. 



Until recently fish imports were very high but a U.N. 
promotion of the artisanal fishery has successfully in
creased skipjack landings. A 8.Sm outboard catamaran, the 
Alia, was developed in 1975 and several hundred have since 
been sold to fishermen on easy terms. Tuna aggregation 
rafts, strategically placed in deep water near fishing 
villages, have greatly increased catches as well as saved 
fuel. 

The traditional lagoon canoe, the paopao, remains important 
in subsistence fishery but the bonito canoe, the va'a alo, is 
being replaced by the outboard Alia. 

2,6 COOK ISLANDS

Independent but in free association with New Zealand, the 
Polynesian Cook Islands are a chain of volcanic islands and atolls 
of area 230 km2 , lost in 2.3 million km2 of sea. The permanent
population is 18,000 while a similar number lives in New Zealand; 
tourism, citrus and pearl oysters are the main industries but the 
economy remains dependent on New Zealand. Half its foodstuffs, 
including fish, are important. 

With the exception of a small fleet of Alias fishing from 
Rarotonga, commercial fisheries are unexploited. The traditional 
dugout canoe is still used in sheltered lagoons but a small 
lightweight ply outrigger has evolved for nearshore dropline 
tuna fishing. Outboard ·powered alloy dinghies are common in the 
atolls although petrol is prohibitively expensive, e.g. $0.90/1 
in Manihiki. Money for fuel comes mainly from remittances sent 
by relatives in New Zealand, pearly shell and copra. 



4, PROMOTION OF MTISANAL FISHERIES 

Island nations are only slowly recogn1z1ng that their artisanal 
fisheries must be established before large-scale export fisheries 
can be contemplated, Over the past five years alternative fishing 
craft, low interest loans, and improved marketLng facilities have 
been promoted by fisheries bodies (F.A.O., S.P.C., I.C.L.A.R.M.), 
aid agencies and regional fisheries divisions. 

The low cost Samoan Alia ($2500 in ply and $5,000 in alloy, 
complete with motors) successfully revived fishing there and has been 
introduced into several other countries. An 8,5m L.O.A. diesel 
launch which was also developed for Samoa has been successfully 
introduced into Fiji where 50 have been sold ($5,500 complete, 
subsidized by Japanese aid). In Tonga a range of motor-sailers, 8m 
to !Orn L.O.A. ($5,000 to $10,000 subsidized), are being developed. 
Tuvalu and Kiribati may promote a motor-sailing catamaran for 
artisanal fishing while a more innovative W-hulled, junk-rigged 
motor-sailer has been developed in New Caledonia. 

Although it is inevitable that the Pacific suffers seriously 
in the energy crisis, the early development of energy-saving diesel 
motor-sailers, aggregation rafts, efficient cold-storage, preservation 
and marketing facilities and more innovative fishing methods should 
soften the impact and lead to self-sufficiency. 
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FIG, 1. THE NEW SOUTH PACIFIC, LINES DO NOT REPRESENT TERRITORIAL 
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FIG, 2, RISING FUEL PRICES IN FIJI, WHOLESALE PRICES OF PETROL
(UPPER); PRE-MIX FOR OUTBOARD FUEL (MIDDLE); AND 
DISTILLATE (BELOW), INCREASED DUTY ON DISTILLATE HAS 
BROUGHT IT TO PARITY WITH DUTY-FREE PETROL/OIL FUEL, 
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. V REPLACED TRADITIORAL CRAFT IN FIJI, (2) TODAY THERE ARE FEWER THAN 10() SAILING CAtlO[S 
IN FIJI, (3) RD SPEED BOATS RE USED TO CHAS S IPJACK BY TARAW 's Cl)'ffoRCIAL FISHERMEN, (4) ELSE�E 
HI KIRI BAT! THE T AO IT! IAL CAr OE IS WIDELY USED AND E INS ES SENT I AL FOR THE SUBSISTENCE FISH I NG EC Kl'lY, 
(5) SMALL OUTBOARD DltlGHIES ARE USED BY THE Cet"'l�ERCIAL FISHERMEN IN FUNAFUTI, (6) Ir THE OTHER ISlMDS OF
TUVALU THE PADDLING CANOE R lrlS IMPORTAIIT, 

(l) 
E 

E 



(7) WHALE OATS AN DINGHES WERE INTRODUCED JNTO TONGA A CENTURY AGO, (8) SMALL DUGOUT t ES COfITHIUE TO BE 
USED frl THE SHELTERED NCARSHORE WATERS OF TOllGA, (9) THE F,A, , DESIGN IA MOTORIZED CATAMARAN HAS 
ST il-0..ATED WESTERtl SAMOA'S CO'-tlER<;IAL SK IPJACK FISHERY, (10) TRADITIOI AL t'"AIIOES REMAirJ IM?ORTAHT FOR THE 
SUBSISTENCC FISI-IERMEN IN SAMOA, (11) HIGH SPEED OUTBOARDS ARE USED FOR TRC1-LHl AND FLYINGFI H FISH! JG IN 

ROTOt , NOTE THE CCM1ERCIAL FLE OF ALIAS BEHI ND, (12) A SMALL PLYWOOD OUTRIGGER CANOE AS REPLACED 
TRAOlTIOtlAL GOUTS FOR DEEPWATER FISHlt G OFF RAROTOr~ A, 




